Evaluation of optimal drug concentration in histoculture drug response assay in association with clinical efficacy for head and neck cancer.
Induction chemotherapy or concomitant chemoradiotherapy has been used increasingly to improve survival, organ preservation and function in patients with head and neck cancer (HNC). However, this regimen encounters significant side effects with potential adverse reactions causing many disadvantages for patients. Therefore, reliable chemosensitivity assays are needed to accurately predict the response to chemotherapy and guide the selection and treatment of patients with HNC. The main purpose of this study was to examine the optimal drug concentrations for evaluating in vitro chemosensitivity using the histoculture drug response assay (HDRA). The tested tumor specimens included 7 from oral cavities (14.3%), 12 from oropharynx (24.5%), 10 hypopharynx (20.4%), 3 larynx (6.1%), 5 sinonasal (10.2%), 2 salivary glands (4.1%), and 10 from metastatic lymph nodes (20.4%), respectively. Histopathologic types of all 49 specimens were squamous cell carcinoma. We investigated the optimal drug concentrations in HDRA searching at doses of 4-100 microg/ml for cisplatin and 60-1500 microg/ml for 5-FU. We considered the concentration of 20 microg/ml to be appropriate for evaluating cisplatin sensitivity in HNC among the tested dosages. As for cisplatin sensitivity in vitro, the 50% cut-off inhibition index (I.I.) was found to have a significant association with the clinical response to chemotherapy, with an accurate prediction rate of 77.8%. The HDRA shows a predictive value for chemosensitivity in HNC patients using the optimal drug concentration cut-off with this site specificity.